Student Self-Evaluation for Class Participation

The following exercise is designed to help you reflect on how well you are doing with respect to class participation. Please review the first three modules that we have completed as you answer the following questions. This form is for self-evaluation, meaning you are assessing your own participation. Please answer honestly as it is going to benefit you in the remainder of the class. You are not required to submit this evaluation to your instructor, but you should pay attention to any areas you may be lacking on and give additional effort to improve on them in the remainder of the modules. If you are unsure of your effort, submit the document to the instructor to receive feedback on both your reflection and on the instructor’s assessment of your participation.

Rate of participation

My posts have been submitted by the deadlines

☐ Y  ☐ N  Introduction INITIAL post
☐ Y  ☐ N  Replies to introductions
☐ Y  ☐ N  Module 2 initial post
☐ Y  ☐ N  Replies to module 2
☐ Y  ☐ N  Module 3 participation
☐ Y  ☐ N  Replies to module 3

Number of responses to classmates' posts

___  Module 1
___  Module 2
___  Module 3

My responses to classmates' posts have done more than say "great job"

☐ Y  ☐ N

Please give an example:

Have you developed a method to capture/organize/compare the information from your classmates’ posts? Please elaborate.

Do you wish to make any comments on your rate of participation?
Class Participation Rubric

Please rate yourself on a scale of 1-5 with 1 being "needs improvement" and 5 being "doing great" for the following items:

____ provides concrete examples from the readings to support postings
____ integrates prior readings in postings
____ integrates personal observations and knowledge in an accurate and highly insightful way
____ presents new observations
____ constructively responds to classmates postings
____ participates in all module discussions
____ posts are organized and information is presented in a logical sequence
____ word choice and sentence structure are suitable for college-level work
____ no typographical errors

Do you wish to make any comments in regard to the class participation rubric and/or your participation?

Participation Plans

Please describe your thoughts on your participation to date, your plans for participation in the future, and your thoughts on your participation in reference to your grade.